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Abstract
When I began graduate school as an M.A. student, my first idea for a thesis was to
prove that stories from the Inupiaq oral tradition could be considered poetry. In my mind,
that would bring these stories to a level I thought they deserved. In my ignorance, I
thought that the tradition needed me to validate it. However, I came to the realization that
my thoughts indicated a prejudice on my part: these stories didn’t need my validation. I
needed to accept them as they are, and also to accept that I was an authoritative reader of
these stories.
Much of my poetry seeks to retell and interpret these traditional unipchaat. I
address questions that have crossed my mind, and questions that I imagine would cross
my readers’ minds. My questions arise from my own context as an Inupiaq, as a
Naluagmiu, and as a Christian. Therefore, the unipchaat need quliaqtuat and uqaluktuat to
lean on. But sometimes the condensed form of a poem is not enough context for a nonInupiaq reader, or even an Inupiaq reader. Out of this came several essays for the poetry
and the reader to lean on.
The late Jimmie Killigivuk of Point Hope said this of traditional stories: “You
must always tell two: stories lean against each other. Otherwise the first one is alone and
will fall over.” So it is with creative writing. One text may ver y well be made to stand on
its own, but it is never alone in context.
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Song
A man will journey the river in a
kayak, armed with magic akutuq mother
made, looking for uncle and answers, coming out
of strange happenings in order for his
human way of knowing to understand that uncle’s
bones are planted in the tundra.
He will be seduced by a woman with teeth gnashing between her legs
and he will not be consumed.
He will catch a mermaid
and become a shaman.
He will hear the bird speak
and become a prophet.
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SECTION I: UNIPCHAAT
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Alignaq’s Sister
The lamps extinguished
each without a breeze
or warning.
He came and said nothing,
she saw darkness,
he left and said nothing
each night.

Her fingers blackened with soot
brushed the hair away from his face.

When she searched each qargi
where men gather and work,
she couldn’t find the one she
marked until

she came to her brother’s qargi
and his face was smeared with soot.

To show her shame she cut off her breasts
and offered them to him in her chamber pot.
She followed him with her offering,
taunting his silence.

She followed him in the direction of the sun.

He rebuked,
You are a woman, you do not hunt
in the winter moon. You are a woman.

3

You go to the sun.

They rose.

When the sun returns in January,
the red sky is the blood
from her breasts.
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Creation, from Kalaallit Nunaat
In the beginning, we could not die
and were many.
From the time earth fell from the sky
it has been said by old women that inuit could not die.

And then came people
covered in leaves kicking in the willows
and somehow they found each other
and grew to be many.

Women grew blind, men stooped,
everyone ate earth.
They crowded up, never seeing sun
but burned water in lamps.

The flood came
and swept many away.

These things were kept
in our stories, Kununguaq1.
We didn’t know about ‘little
black marks.’
We did not know
about going away to learn
and about delicious sweet foods
and when the word was not enough.

The old women decided that death and light

1 The nickname o f Knud Rasmussen, Danish-Greenlandic anthropologist.
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should come and the one spoke
it into being.

The first needed
to be taught how to die
because he stuck his head
up after they covered him with stones
but they could not bring him
with them and so the dead one
was left behind
to become a shining thing qijanmi.
And so such things were spoken into being.
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Kinnaq Nutiktuq Iknigmun, Kinnaq Jumps into the Fire
Remember to build a fire
as Kinnaq tracks you as you wander
while his copper snowshoes swish “ipuputima, ipuputima”

“I want to eat you” he whispers.
His copper sled holds nothing and he follows.
Before the day, he will jump into the fire.

Gather willows for your outer parka mannequin.
He is following, he is not human, and he is hungry.
And his copper snowshoes still say “ipuputima, ipuputima”

Then the Uiluaqtaq2 will comb her hair and make you disappear
into nothing until you hear the snowshoes again and remember
a fool always jumps into the fire.

She wants you gone with the other suitors, as Kinnaq wanted to devour you;
The others she killed with her combing and she would never marry,
but the copper snowshoes call to you “ipuputima, ipuputima.”

You told him to leap onto his pyre (and he obeyed).
So listen when your mind returns to you.
The fool died and you will claim a wife who will bear a son
and your copper snowshoes whisper “ipuputima, ipuputima.”

2 Means “one who rejects a husband, refuses a husband.” Refers to a female character from traditional
stories, who refused to marry.
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Nuyaqpalik
1
Famine would come, they said.
The fish and sea mammals are scarce,
the rabbits and even the ptarmigan
refuse to show themselves.
Greens will turn to yellows and reds and browns
and crumble until
the Time of White Hawks
comes and leaves the food bags limp.
In the lagoon where a net
had never been set before,
a girl tries to catch fish.
As she paddles to shore
to resume picking berries,
she watches the floats of her net for a catch.

2
They are no longer visible.
Before her paddle can touch the net
a clap of water hits her face.
A head and tail spear
out against the willow-bark weaving,
but it will not let them leave.
Long black hair tangle
and wrap into the mesh.
The net made strong does not
fail and The One With Long Hair
thrashes and sinks
to the bottom.

8

Aye-mee approaches.
The paddle almost touches net.
White arms reach around the kayak.
She paddles in time
to hear long fingernails scratch
the birch-bark hull.
Dark hair slicked to a neck emerges
and bared teeth spew water.

3
If the net is sunk
then no fish will be caught
in a lagoon where no fish has been caught before.
The One With Long Hair seems strong.
Men were marked and then drowned themselves
trying to find her.
The water is quiet.
Drifting closer, Aye-mee
sees her rise up close to watch.
Nuyaqpalik bares her teeth and sucks breath
through her nostrils.
Black hair sticks to her skin,
wrapping around her temples,
white limbs bulbing and bending
in the water.
Aye-mee puts her paddle down
to touch the net, and The One
With Long Hair is still.

4
I came to see what was in my waters,
9

but it grabbed me and wouldn’t let me go.
It has my papiguq and hair.
The Girl in the Kayak is watching me.

Her head ripples and eyes stretch.

She ’s watching my movements.
Her paddle keeps reaching out for the net.
She is not like the ones who sought me before;
she would be easier to kill.
But sh e’s not like those who catch
other qalutchat to become shamans.

They do not speak her name,
so they call her Nuyaqpalik.

S h e’s muffling through the water.

5
“Stay quiet, I am a woman as you are.
If my kayak is capsized we will both drown,
my family needs me.”
Nuyaqpalik closes her eyes and sinks slowly.
The girl begins carefully untangling the long, fine strands of hair
out of the willow-bark net. She flatters to hide her fear.
“You are the loveliest woman, no wonder men
drown to go after you.”
Nuyaqpalik breathes loudly through her nostrils,
She is perfect except for her tail, which
is also tangled in the net.
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6
“Our men haven’t caught many seals. We haven’t
put anything up against the cold winter. In seven cycles
of Tatqiq we will suffer from starvation.”
Nuyaqpalik paddles and ambles, taking deep breathes
before she submerges.
“We only have enough to feed ourselves for the moment
and we haven’t put any away for winter food.”
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Aye-mee is finished. She uses her paddle to lift the float
line and the net out of the water as the fish tail spins.
Nuyaqpalik lunges forward and is free.
Water heaves and breaks into drops as The One With Long Hair
escapes. She sits upright, tapered fingers combing her hair.
A clap pushes against Aye-mee’s ears as Nuyaqpalik swims
to the slough that winds away from Hotham Inlet.
She saves the hairs caught in the net.

It is aglignaq to speak to
magical creatures.

The sun quickly lowers to the west
instead of arcing the late summer sky.

8
There was no chance for secrets.
When the morning arrived,
the net was sunk
to the bottom with fish.
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Fire
The flames are liquid,
floating up behind the
glass pane of a genuine
Alaskan woodstove.

Kindling, old newspaper
dissolves into orange.
Now the damn log won’t
fit inside.

Can this be done
in necessity, when
chased, and only
the old woman can save
you,

by ripping their
hearts out, one by one,
from the flames,
tearing their means of
life through the
of fire.

How do flames
transform into a bloody
heart?
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Myths and Legends: a Section of Collected Stories
Once upon a time,
stories were told
by aged speakers
around lamplight.

Uncle told a true story.
Raven’s children ate
his innards, which he had
brought home for his wife to cook.

Crane lost his eyes
while eating out on the tundra,
and so replaced them
with cranberries.

We can’t tell the children
about the Point Hope man
anymore, because we don’t
talk about a man getting
his testicles ripped off
by a mankiller,
who was really a woman.

Told in ink,
set in cardboard
punctuated with illustrations.
This is true.
Tarra.
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SECTION II: QULIAQTUAT
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Iqsinak: Fear Not
Quliaqtuagniaqtuya. I am going to speak about my experience.

Both my parents grew up in Noorvik, my hometown. My dad’s parents were
missionaries working with Wycliffe Bible translators. My grandfather was a linguist who
had spent time learning Inupiaq at the Summer Institute of Linguistics in Fairbanks. His
history fascinates me: born in Germany, fought in WWII, captured and sent to a POW
camp in England where he learned English. I wonder how he felt, a teenage boy being
sent to war. My grandmother said he never spoke much about his experience from that
time. They met in the early 1950s at the Moody Bible Institute in Chicago. They were
married in 1955, after they graduated. They knew they wanted to go into the mission
field, but they didn’t want to be sent someplace hot. So, they ended up in Northwest
Alaska, translating the Bible into Inupiaq.

My mom’s mom is from Selawik, Alaska, about thirty miles from Noorvik. I
don’t know a lot about her side of the family. She and I have the same Inupiaq name,
Qaggun. We are named after one of her uncles, “a short man, just like us,” she said.
My mother’s dad was from Noorvik. His mom went to some sort of Bible school,
and she co-pastored for a while when there was no male pastor available. Her parents
were from Deering and they were also pastors. My grandfather was a violent alcoholic
for much of his adult life, but qaitchuaq when he was an old man.

My father’s father died in a plane crash in 1971.

My father was ten.

Noorvik has one church, the Friends Church; every village in the region has a
Friends church, and for many it is the only church. One church per town is not surprising.
Most of the village populations in my region number well under 1,000 individuals. The
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hub, Kotzebue, has a population about around 3,000 and so is able to support several
different churches.

There are those who define “Christian” as those who affiliate themselves with a
Christian denomination. These people are uptight, pious, and restrictive. Aglaan, I was
always taught something different. If you confess your sins and declare Jesus Christ your
Lord and Savior, then you will be saved. That was something I heard constantly growing
up. It seems simple enough. Say the words, like a magic spell, see immediate results. I
remember one incident where I heard this prescription at Sunday school. I prayed that
night, saying that I-accept-Jesus-Christ-as-my-Lord-and-Savior. But I found that saying
those words didn’t work. Not at that time. I didn’t understand why I experienced no
change. Wasn’t it supposed to just happen? Some sort of magical transformation, like the
beast from Beauty and the Beast?

Both my parents are born-again Christians. From birth, I was surrounded by a
strong Christian extended family. I always believed in God. I never questioned His
existence. But I didn’t like going to church as a child. I remember being allowed to take
coloring books, paper, crayons to occupy myself. I would lay under the pew and draw. I
found the service boring. Singing traditional hymns to the music my father’s mother
played on the piano. Reciting the verses we learned when we had broken into our ageappropriate classes. People would sometimes go and kneel at the altar, often pray-crying.
As I got older, I found church and Bible studies and prayer overly sentimental, although I
participated in most of the above (pray-crying was a little too much for me).

I have never seen my father cry. As a teenager, I prided myself on what I thought
was a strong will not to cry. I knew when I was sad or hurt, I understood when others
were sad or hurt. But it took me many years to be hurt enough to pray-cry.

As a preteen, I would attempt to read the Bible cover to cover. I’d lose
determination somewhere around Exodus. Later on, when I went through a phase of
indignation at the inequalities between men and women, I would search the Bible for
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passages that proved equality. I would prove the men and women in my family wrong.
Women could hold positions of authority in the church. Women didn’t need to be
subordinate. I always have had a desire to be right and prove myself right. These searches
taught me some things about Biblical passages, but I still didn’t experience the
exhilarating magical transformation of being saved that I had been trying to achieve all
those years.

One fall morning, I woke up, moments away from getting ready for school. I lay
in bed as the rest of my body woke and prepared for me to stand up. I heard something I
had never heard in my house in the mornings: the TV was on. My dad was on the phone:
“They crashed into those towers...”
That school day was spent going through our regularly scheduled classes, but
watching the news instead of whatever else had been planned.
I had never heard of “terrorists” before that time. Nor hijacking.

As a young teenager I developed a fear of the 9-seater Cessna Caravan I flew
from Noorvik to Kotzebue being hijacked and crashing into the tundra which turned into
a fear of the Boeing 737-400 combi aircraft I flew from Kotzebue to Anchorage
experiencing a malfunction and crashing. Resulting in my death.

Every grade in my school fundraises during the school year, accumulating a class
fund. This money is used for a trip to be taken when the class reaches their senior year.
The class decides where to go. Our class had chosen to go to California. The class would
fly a Caravan from Noorvik to Kotzebue, catch a jet from Kotzebue to Anchorage,
Anchorage to Seattle, then from Seattle on to LA.
So, in April 2006 I found myself about to board a plane to California, for my
senior class trip. My fear of flying had been building over the course of five years. I was
not about to admit to my peers my fear of flying. It was shameful, I thought, when the
only way out of the village is by plane. In addition to that, I was applying for college and
scholarships, getting ready to leave home. I had never lived anywhere else in my life. I
was always “the smart one.” Doomed for academic greatness. I was not ready to face my
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future, nor the tin can that would bring me to Kotzebue. At that moment, in the end of
April, all of the fears I had hoarded, of flying and fear of graduating and leaving home,
came toppling down on me. And I couldn’t bear it. It was overwhelming.
I went to the fifth grade classroom, where my Bible Study teacher was. I cried and
cried. She held me and prayed. My mom, the secretary, came in the room and joined. I
calmed down, took a breath, and left. My dad, the maintenance man, drove us to the
airstrip. I boarded the plane.

The metaphor of weight being lifted off one’s shoulders could never be more real
than at that moment. I had finally released everything that had been holding me back. For
the first time in my life, I prayed an earnest prayer. I was done holding on to my fear, to
my pride. If my parents had been with me, they would have rejoiced, I think. I sat in the
back, behind my classmates and our chaperones, six total. I prayed silently as tears fell
from my eyes. The change I had been waiting for had come. Still, I didn’t quite
understand, until some years later, what had been my block. Why it hadn’t been easy.

“We say, ‘I will not trust when I cannot see’— and that is where unbelief begins. The only cure for unbelief
is obedience to the Spirit. The greatest word o f Jesus to His disciples is abandon.”

--Oswald

Chambers, M y Utmostfo r H is Highest

In December 2012, I found myself preparing to fly home for Christmas with my
daughter. My fear had returned due to a horribly turbulent flight I had taken the year
before. I had been in an unhealthy relationship for four years, I was graduating with my
BA, getting ready to begin graduate school. And on top of that, the Mayan calendar had
told us the world was going to end on December 21st.
We boarded the jet. We were blessed with a smooth flight.

As a teenager, I watched Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade with my family. I
loved the adventure and excitement, and I thought the Biblical thematics made it ok for
me to watch.
There is a scene in that film that stood out to me in particular. Indy has to go
through a series of traps using the Biblical clues. The final clue is this: “only in the leap
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of faith from the lion’s head will he prove his worth.” Indy successfully passes
decapitating circular blades and a collapsing floor. But he comes to a bottomless chasm
that he needs to cross in order to reach the Holy Grail. He repeats the clue to himself,
“Only in the leap of faith from the lion’s head will he prove his worth.” He then sticks
out his leg, closes his eyes, and takes a step. His fall is immediately stopped. The camera
pans slightly, and the audience sees a bridge that could only be seen from that angle.

I have always had a strong desire for control. It stresses me out when I feel like
I’m not in control of a situation. I always need a plan, and a backup plan. I need to have
enough money, enough clothes, enough time. Where fear and control come together for
me, is that I have the foolish feeling that if I have no fear, then I am safe. If I do have
fear, then the situation is not safe. This is ridiculous. I drive my daily routes to school and
on errands, and I feel safe. But that feeling is not going to prevent an accident. My lack of
fear when I sleep at night is not going to stop a fire, or stop a burglar from breaking into
my home (and it’s not going to stop his disappointment resulting from a fruitless robbery
attempt). On the reverse side, my fear of flying does not mean that anything bad is going
to happen when I step aboard a plane.

The image of Indy stepping into that bottomless pit perfectly exemplifies faith to
me. I had no reason to let go of my fear, nor my desire for control. I thought that those
things were perfectly natural. My fear had begun to become familiar to me. The moments
I gave up that hold I had over my fear were life-changing. I began to realize that it wasn’t
simply about feeling unafraid. For me, it was feeling afraid, but making the decision to
longer hold onto that fear. This grip I maintained on fear and desire for control I now
understand to be the reason behind so many things in my life: the reason I didn’t become
a Christian as a child, the reason that my emotional state when flying depended on the
presence or lack of turbulence. The times I have completely abandoned fear and desire
for control were when I felt the most fulfilled and experienced a complete peace.
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Kuukisaana
Ask your grandmother if she was a shaman,
if you are so bold.
That ancestor you speak of died before any of us who are
still living can remember.

Kuukisaana was rounded out
when she left the south shore
(maybe it was Sivuqaq)
and travelled upward.

When she ran away, maybe she took her husband
Or maybe she took him from the north,
from Kuuvak.

Men from the south wanted
to wed her but
her shaman instincts could see
each of their inward spirits
and so she would not marry any of them.

Her fellow agatkut from that place
bothered her.
(were they all men? and if they were
were they the ones who wanted to wed her?)
Bothered and prodded with their spells and charms.
Maybe they were after her inner spirit or her amulets.

They reached her inner something,
for when her son was born
he was without fingers.
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Their reachings and charms
didn’t counter his umbilical amulet.
He grew and strung his line
into the times of cotton, typewriters
and apples
Apiqsrugug aanaruan
agatkugupmagaan,
taluqsrautaitkuvit.
Taimna sivulliq uqausigran piiqsuaq
inuruagut
qaurimmataingapta.

Kuukisaana sigaiyaumaruq
Aullagama unitkamiug samna siniqsraq pauganmun iglauvluni.

Qimukkami suagguuq kalugaa
tuvaaqataa
Immaqanuq tatpaaga pinigaa.

Siniksragmiut agutit
Nuliagnialagaat aglaan
agatkuata qinigai
Inuusigi
Tavraasii uiksramaagitkai.

Agatkuqatiigisa nunaaqimi
pavrigaat
(ilugagmik agutaugaluaqpat? Suli
Tainnaisimapata taapkuaguniqpat Nuliagupkagaat?)
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pavrigaat suli tugagaat
Agatkuagutinik suli aanguanik.
Immaqanuq inuusia pimaagnigaat
Naagaunnii aanguagaa.

Aksianigaat ijummiutaa,
Atakkii ignia anigami
Inugaurainiqsuq.

Aksianiagnigich suli aanguagich
Qanulaitkaat mikliaq aanguaga.
Inugugman taimma miqliani pitukaa
taimugaksramun kalikumun, aglautinun,
suli qakisagguanun.
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Peaches
Dad told you
Opa used to count out
his peas
one
by
one
just so he’d eat vegetables.

Once a year, the barge
came to town
and unloaded a year’s supply of goods
Auntie said
“whether something was expired or not
before the next barge came, we had to buy it.”

Dehydrated potatoes
Flour
Hard candy
Eggs
Cans
and cans and
cans

“Your dad doesn’t even
like the taste of frozen veggies now.”
Mom said.

Softness, slightly grainy interior, disintegrating in the mouth
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Canned peaches have a slight bite
on the other hand.

They were in the small
compartment of school lunch trays.
Saved for last,
while you made sure
to sit with others of the same gender.

You lost your taste for them
some time after that.
And switched to pears.
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Sketching Eyes
Short, quick strokes
fall in slightly wrong places.
The pupils need to be slightly oblong,
or I lose his smolder.

By degrees
emotion is lost.
A millimeter of graphite,
too much pressure,
one slip.
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Qaggun
Do not speak the name of a dead one
until it is given away again.
A baby might become ill if it’s not
given the right one.

You carry the history
of the ones who were named
before you. You are their spirit.

The name’s spirit will reject
the body, make it cry as it attempts
to leave. Then the spirit can settle into
a new body.
Then we can say the name without
Fear of the spirit
coming to the one who is calling.

A uvular stop, a low central vowel,
geminated voiced fricative, high back
vowel, alveolar nasal consonant.

My grandmother, who can pray
and laugh her own language,
drew a creased finger
to the letters and asked
“What does this say?”

“Our name.”
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Avittuq/ It separates
Erythrocytes, leukocytes, thrombocytes
mingled into a single vast system
designed to sustain the body for life.
No way to tell which cell comes from mater
or pater. Does the brain spark culture thoughts
that they say do not belong with your face?
A fraction listed on plastic-coated
paper. The mathematics of parentage,
a determiner of benefits.
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prayer for the release of anger
Returning the fetus to the womb
of a dead caribou
will not make it grow.

Catching the mermaids
twice
and not thrice
will not make a man
a shaman
only crazy
and dead.

Kinnaq jumped into
a fire, trying to kill
a scarecrow enemy.

Slammed lid
on the metal stove top
will not fix
make clean dishes
and the child asked you to not be frustrated
again.

Gutted
broken knees
brokenness everywhere
singed in a foolish fire.

There was a time when
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I once let go of anger
held for four years
as easily as dropping
berries into a bucket

Tumaqsiri3, I will no longer
keep this
anger will not fill void
will not prevent
my descendants from
warring
with my enemies’ descendents.

Oh, repairer, I will let
this
g°.

3 “the repairer, the mender” a term for God, used in a translation o f “Have Thine Own Way”
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One of My Duties as an Eskimo Traditionalist is that I Must Know How to Sew
My knuckles are scratched as I scrape the skins
that will become my boots.
My bruised fingers draw thread,
securing trade beads to felt,
trying to manufacture a headdress to
hide my face.
The drum baton taps the frame,
trying to coax a song from me.

The needle breaks again.
The beads splash to the floor.
The hide tears apart,
my feet will be cold.
The song is buried in
a place where unwanted memories stay,
not convinced that the beats
will draw it out.
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Circles of Identity: Tribes and Corporations
The Situation
A federally recognized tribe is an American Indian or Alaska Native tribal entity that is
recognized as having a government-to-government relationship with the United States, with the
responsibilities, powers, limitations, and obligations attached to that designation, and is eligible fo r
funding and services fro m the Bureau o f Indian Affairs.
Furthermore, federally recognized tribes are recognized as possessing certain inherent rights o f
self-government (i.e., tribal sovereignty) and are entitled to receive certain federal benefits, services, and
protections because o f their special relationship with the United States. A t present, there are 566federally
recognized American Indian and Alaska Native tribes and villages.4

There are several key differences between a federally-recognized tribe and an
Alaska regional corporation. A federally-recognized tribe is one of 566 tribes in the
United States. These tribes are given certain benefits by the government and are governed
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (the BIA). The village that is my hometown, Noorvik, is
a federally-recognized tribe known as the “Noorvik Native Community.” It is rather odd
to call my village a tribe. To me, ‘tribe’ summons images of buckskin, tipis, and feathers
united under a chief. Traditionally, an Inupiat community was not governed by a chief.
Communities were composed of (often consanguineal) family units. There was no
appointed leader, but elders, agatkut (shamans) and the wealthiest person usually had the
most power in decision-making. So it seems that ‘tribe’ has become a legal term.
Regional corporations are not tribes, although they usually consist of multiple
Alaskan ‘tribes.’ Twelve Alaska Native Regional Corporations were created at the
signing of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) in December 1971. A
thirteenth corporation was later created for natives who had left Alaska before ANCSA
was signed into law5. These corporations, or at least the original twelve, are for-profit
corporations. This means that the members are shareholders who own the corporation,
and are sometimes paid dividends (depending on how the corporation is managed).
My regional corporation is the NANA Regional Corporation, Inc. NANA’s
predecessor, the Northwest Alaska Native Association, was setup pre-ANCSA “to help

4United States. Department o f the Interior. Bureau o f Indian Affairs. “Frequently Asked Questions” Indian
Affairs Dept. o f the Interior, Apr. 2016.Web. 21 March 2016. http://www.bia.gov/FAQs/
5 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act o f 1971. Public L. 92-203. 85 Stat. 688. 18 Dec. 1971. Print.
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Inupiat from northwest Alaska settle the Native land claims issues in Alaska. This non
profit organization became an advocate for Native issues, including health, housing and
political rights.6” After ANCSA, this association was renamed “Mauneluk” and later
“Maniilaq Association,” and the regional corporation that was setup was called NANA.
Currently, NANA is a name as it is, it is no longer an acronym. The region covers the
villages of Ambler, Buckland, Deering, Kiana, Kivalina, Kobuk, Kotzebue, Noatak,
Noorvik, Selawik, and Shungnak.
In order for a person to be enrolled in a federally recognized tribe in the United
States, the person must meet the criteria of that particular tribe. This usually means
having a certain percentage of what is known as blood quantum. That is, your percentage
of native blood. My tribal ID says that I have a blood quantum of 7/16 Inupiaq Eskimo
blood. The following is mathematics of my nativeness: My mother is 7/8 Inupiaq, my
father is white. The math and biology dictate that I get half my genes from each. How
does my mother have 7/8 blood quantum? Her father is full Inupiaq; her mother, on the
other hand, is %. Her mother’s father, Fred, had a white father, making him ^ Inupiaq. Is
that confusing? Please refer to the chart:

Tatm ik 0/0

Kuukisaana 7/8

Attuuraq 4/4

Q aggun 3/4

Taqpaluk 1/2

unknown 0/0 (Akum gan,
4 /4 , m arried M aqpiiq and
helped raise her children)

6 http://nana-dev.co m/about/our_history/timeline/
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Agnaqin 4/4

M aqpiiq 4/4

The basic criteria for being enrolled as a NANA shareholder is that: 1) you must
be descended from a NANA shareholder, and 2) you must have a minimum of 25%
Alaska Native blood7. I have a NANA ID card as proof of my enrollment. Up until I was
issued a new card in 2011, my NANA ID said that my blood quantum was 'A When I
went through the process of enrolling my daughter into the corporation, I was told that
the blood quantum she received from me would not be sufficient to make her a
shareholder. Her father, however, has Alaska Native blood of a different sort, and that
plus mine was sufficient to have her enrolled into NANA. My current NANA ID does not
list a blood quantum, neither does my daughter’s.
If I were to have a child with a man who is not an Alaska Native, that child would
not be able to be enrolled into the NANA regional corporation and will not be officially
recognized as a member of that cultural group.

Along with getting recognized as an Alaska Native, there are certain benefits to
being enrolled in a regional corporation and also to being a member of a federally
recognized tribe. Being enrolled in a tribe grants you access to free (if not always the
best, and also sometimes limited) healthcare. There are the shares to be had from the
regional corporation, which means that enrollees/shareholders get to vote on certain
issues. The shares also come with a (sometimes) annual dividend paid to each
shareholder. The most recent NANA dividend, paid on about December 14, was $8 per
share8, which means at 100 shares (sometimes more, sometimes less), each shareholder
got a nice sum to stave off the Christmas debt. In addition to this, NANA shareholders
and tribal members are eligible for various scholarships.

This measuring of one’s affinity to a culture based on blood quantum is a touchy
issue for me. Sometimes I am asked if I am Alaska Native. But in a particular case, when
replying yes and giving my hometown, this person admitted to believing that I was

7 “Instructions: Applying for Class D Stock.” NANA. NANA Regional Corporation. May 2012. Web. 26
Apr. 2016.
8 “NANA Announces 2015 Shareholder Dividend Distribution.” NANA. NANA Regional Corporation.
Nov. 2016. Web. 26 Apr. 2016.
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Mexican. When I moved away from home to begin college, I slowly came to the
realization that I don’t look the ethnicity that I always so strongly felt I am. This process
took years. I now wonder if I ever seemed like a jerky racist for some of the things I said
in the past? I have strong opinions on culture and language; not that these opinions are
stable... But because of my appearance, and my 7/16th-ness, I began to question my own
authority over my culture knowledge and experience. Can a person who is only half
Inupiaq know as much as a person who is full? With this realization about my appearance
came identity issues that I have worked over and am still working over.

An Opinionated Response

In 2006, I came to the University of Alaska Fairbanks. I came from a small place
where everyone knew who I was, knew who my family was. I knew of the physical
differences between myself and my classmates. Most have black hair, darker skin, and
small eyes. I knew my hair was brown, and I was a little paler. And once I switched from
glasses to contact lenses I knew that my eyes looked different as well. Growing up, I
never really felt different from my peers. I felt as enveloped in my culture as anyone else.
As a child, I said “Uvva” or “ Suva” when someone called my name.

“ ’Rich white girl in the big house’ he used to say to me.” This is what I learned
about my sister’s childhood recently. My sister, four years younger, with what I thought
was the same childhood experience as me. The same brown hair and brown eyes as me. I
was never called “the white girl,” not that I recall. I was a little indignant when I learned
of this particular naming-calling; our house was not big, and I remember being jealous of
other kids who got to spend their Alaska Permanent Fund Dividends and native
corporation dividends, while ours were put away.
I have two parents (as you might have guessed). A mother and a father. I’m half
white and half native and hail from a town where it is acceptable and not necessarily
derogatory to refer to someone as a “half-breed.” I thought that I had always been
accepted by my peers and their families. After all, Noorvik is the my hometown where
the first eighteen years of my life were spent. I always identified as Inupiaq Eskimo, and
even though I always knew of my biracial (why does that word even exist?) background,
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I never felt very ‘white’ because I grew up within an Eskimo village culture. Having also
been an introvert my whole life, my view of things might be slightly skewed. I learned,
when I was a young adult, that a stereotype that natives have of white people is that they
are all rich. Another stereotype is that all white people have big noses (but that was one I
was familiar with from childhood).
***
My dad has served on the city council for many years, and was even mayor for
about a year. I really don’t know how long that lasted, I didn’t even find out until he had
held that position for about four months and my sister called me up one day exclaiming
“Did you know that dad is the mayor of Noorvik?” My dad grew up in the same town I
did. He is not and has never been a city person. (when I talk small town, I’m talking
about 650 people dwelling in this place. And Noorvik is certainly not the smallest.) (and
when I’m talking city, I’m talking a place with paved roads and roads connecting it to
another place and streetlights and McDonald’s and such things)
“Your dad doesn’t even feel comfortable around naluagmius [white people].” My
mom has told me, “People [in Noorvik] don’t like him just because he’s white, and they
try to get him in trouble with his hunting and trapping; he’s dealt with this his whole life,
with people he grew up with.”

It wasn’t until I spent a year or two in college, away from home that I realized my
whiteness. What did that girl say to me one time? The one with dark curly hair and pale
skin? “I usually don’t say these things around, you know, white people...” I remember
smiling, but indignantly thinking who are you calling white? This is nothing, it is not that
she hurt me or said anything particularly hurtful (I think she was drunk anyways), but I
found it odd that she made an assumption about my ethnicity. At the time, I still felt like
my physicality and internal feelings about my culture lined up. Still, I can’t recall another
time when I experienced racial prejudice towards myself, whether it is because I’m
Eskimo, or because I’m white.
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A Look at Another Facet, Because This is Not a Binary

I realize how much discrimination Alaska Natives have suffered and still suffer
from. I now realize that when people look at me, they don’t necessarily assume I’m
native. (As I said before, they often assume I’m Hispanic). Most people who don’t know
me don’t see a person whose Alaskan ancestry is thousands of years old. They probably
don’t feel that I have an exotic face. I don’t wear the face of discrimination. So, maybe
that is why I have no recollection of discrimination against myself.
I also have learned to speak more academically (“white” some might say). I
recognized somewhere around middle school or early high school that the way you speak
heavily determines what assumptions are made about your intelligence. I am very careful
about when I say “I sure eat chips today.” After walking up five flights of stairs, I don’t
casually remark “Hauk, man, my leg almost qilu!” When I’m in mixed ethnic company, I
tend to put a white girl inflection at the end of my sentences. So, maybe I have been
exposed to more prejudice than I’m allowing for, and I am aware of more than I let on.
Still, I realize that maybe I ought not to speak about such matters so much when I have
experienced so little.

When I was in high school, I learned that Kiana, a town not ten minutes away
from Noorvik by airplane, was once a segregated town due to the fact that it was a mining
town. The book Murder at 50 Below tells the story of the murder of an Inupiaq man by a
white boy. In 1973, three Inupiaq men were found shot to death in their hunting camp.
The young man, the son of a carpenter working on a housing proj ect in the village, was
found guilty and sentenced to life in prison. The judge mandated that he receive
psychiatric treatment. After four years he was released on parole. The next year he was
released from parole.

The older I get, the more I realize that my home region of Alaska has not always
been the idyllic place I imagined it. There are many things I don’t notice, and many
things I have not experienced. There are many things that my ID card with a figure of an
Inupiaq man on a blue plastic background doesn’t say about the history of my home. Or
me.
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Standing at the Stairs
D-Con is made o f wheat,
but the devil hides in wholesomeness,
permeating good things, so that
we may eat and be destroyed.

Don’t make me think
that my culture has wickedness
that I must abandon,
that my dances must be thrown away
like broken glass.

We have stopped killing strangers.
Menstruating girls are not hidden away in huts.
My people bathe, wear calico, deodorant and underwear.

What does it mean to take back your culture?
Should I kill a stranger?
Should I make my clothes out of caribou, and sealskin?
Should I eat rancid fish heads?

Can a dance hurt the soul?

I lack the words
to defend this custom.
Would King David dance
with me before God, with
all his might?
Would he beat the drum
so that I may dance?
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M y spirit, it doubts him
M y spirit, i t ’s looking at me
M y friend, let me cleanse your spirit.
Aiya-yanga-aa

No sir, those ancient spirits
do not lead us anymore,
because we live in the light now,
and drink pepsi and eat pilot bread.
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A Mask Made for Art Class
Thing made out of a wood
the name I don’t remember,
why do you stare with the whites
of your empty eyes,
pursing lips painted too pink?
What do the black lines on your chin denote?
Who tattoos the face anymore?

The teacher said it looks as though your
pointed lips are speaking.
I don’t hear anything.

Is your wide nose mine?
I meant to carve a map on you, and hang ivory bits
from your sides.
You were meant to be
a mask revealing me.

The artist said “Sometimes I
just pull out my hair to add to the mask.”
My hair has remained on my head.
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Ethnolinguistics
There is no word for hello, nor goodbye.
There is neither please nor thank you, although
Quyanaqtutin is so sincere
it must only be used when the other
actually did you a great kindness.

PRICK, PRID E, PRISO N, PRO CEED, PROM ISE.

No space set aside for P-R-I-V.

What is privacy to people living
in single-roomed semi-subterranean
sodhouses? They didn’t care if women
exposed their breasts to feed their babies or
if children played naked on the floor. Iglaat,
well known, could climb the iglu and speak through
the skylight or just crawl through the tunnel
and come up through the katak and
agnaq would not have asked “who are you?”
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Saggiich
“Aanguaqaqtuqa iknisimik”

Ayaunigruuraq said th at he had
an am ulet of flint th at could
block the passage
of anyone trying to swallow him.

Alvatlaruaq

He could go into a trance,
cast illness on disbelievers.
He could travel to the moon
through his drum,
to prove to anyone who
still refused to believe.

Taataruama pigagnakkaa kinnaqaafit

Maniilaq said ‘my grandfather
does not do such foolish things
to dem onstrate his true power.'

Atugaqtuaq kaqiqsinaijaamik tainNiqmk

He sang songs in words
no one could understand
and prosed these words as well.

Qumikkaga

He pulled his arms
into his parka and shoved
them out underneath the hem. Reaching for
objects unseen, he pulled them
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inside.

“liniagikpin”

‘I will swallow your spirit!'
Ayaunigruuraq used his powers to search
Maniilaq, b ut could not reach him.
When he found the place where
his soul was stored, there
was nothing b ut an empty
shell.

Powers
"I have an amulet of flint"
Ayaunigruuragguuq nipliqsuq
“AanguaqaqtuQa iknisimik
Simiksillaruaq kinapaayam
lisaqpaQa.”

He could enter a trance
Alvatlavluni, iluangitlapkagai
arguaqtuqtuat. Inigmallavluni
tatqimun
qijautikun
nalupqinaisaqlugu kinapayaaq ukpiksraQitchuq.

My grandfather does not do foolish things
Maniijam nipliqsuq “Taataruam a piQakkaQanii kinnaQaalit
kam anniplugu suaQQatipiani.”

He sang with words no one could understand
Atuguuruaq kaQiqsinaijaanik
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uqalugnik. Aasriin nipliqsuq tainiliQnikun.

He drew his arms inside parka.
Qumikhuni qum igaqtuq
Atigim inun aasrii tuuqtugik sam una akugminun.
Tiggurraqhuniasi taututlaitchaanik,
aasrii qam una atigimi
ijuanun urraaglugi.

"I will swallow you."
“ liniagiga inuusrin!”
Ayaunigruuraq alvagam i ivagaa
Maniijaq, aglaan paqitlaitkaa.
Paqitmagu ManiNam inuusiqagvia,
inuksruitchuq.
lmaigniqsuq.
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Elegy to an Eskimo Prophet
M aniilaq was born in the 19th century in the northwest region o f Alaska.

Since that day you heard the bird speak to you as a child,
Your eyes were opened and you learned the source of intelligence.
Your mother she thought
you were becoming a shaman.
I am not becoming anything, I listen with pleasure
and no harm shall come to me.
What could be so mighty
that it had never been heard of before?
*

What were you thinking as you bowed your head deep
in thought, entering a place of peace no one else knows?
No one else but you knew.
What brilliant light came from you that no one else knew?
No one but you?

Agatkut prodded and examined your body,
wanting proof of your power.
They surrounded your home but could not find you
in all the light.
*

The girls who wore deep hoods so as not to look at men,
for shame of what death their blood might cause,
would one day be free.
There will be a day when no one will be able to
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know when a woman menstruates.

How could these things ever become as you say?
The sacred taboos have always been
and always will be.
What is this brilliant place
devoid of suffering?
Why do the agatkut not kill you as you tell us this?
Are they afraid?
The widow will no longer be sent
to catch a meager meal away from others.

These things will not change.
*

Weren’t you afraid as you lay
on your belly, as the agatkut chanted
and called the hungry spirits?
They taunted you.
You looked so calm. And then you rose and
thanked this source for another day lived.
What does this mean, Maniijauraq?
Who thanks the air?

You saw me in the crowd, you said we will
come to know the source of intelligence
but for now we will not understand.

I don’t understand.
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People will come, traveling swiftly
on the surface of the water.
By what magic?
People will come, traveling by air.
What can be held up in the air without magic?
Why are you lying to us, prophet?
People are becoming angry.
Your mother is anxious.
The agatkut are plotting.
Death from broken taboos will cease,
such things shall disappear.
They want to kill your spirit, prophet.
I am afraid.
*

What is the source of this glow
that protected you from those
who tried to swallow your soul?

Why rest on the seventh day?
You will surely be hungry in the winter.
*

You left us prophet, you left your words,
We don’t know where to keep them.
Where did you leave your body?
You have not returned and it is far
too long for any man to live.
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*

How did you know that a dead man
would no longer be carried through the
skylight because we were afraid of
the bodiless spirits?
Women do not give birth in isolation,
and we do not throw away our girls.

We fly in boats through the air.
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Learning to Dance
He said the song you seek is in the wind.
I’ve listened part-time, my ears half bound.
Maybe his mentor cheated him. I find
no music in weather, only sounds.

How does a man create song with motion
melded in drumbeat indigenously?
I might be cut off from inspiration.
It seems to travel the drum umbilically.

Drum handles must represent that life cord.
I feel like a stranger, a tourist show,
going through motions, learning the Yup’ik words.
“No, I’m not that kind of Eskimo.”
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Values
What a strange idea, to plant a seed,
tend it and let it grow, after years
of gathering greens, berries and tea.
Who can grow things that grow themselves?

The animals, they give themselves, they say.
Does a caribou thank my brother for
shooting it? Does it know it will end up
in my freezer to nourish my body?

Will the river ice sense my ice pick,
made of metal and the wood of a strange tree,
and tell the fish to reject my hook?
Will it sense my blood racing
through my body and tell me to go away?

We don’t need to thank the animals anymore.
Or pick berries.
Food can be gathered at the store
with a net made of money.
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Inupiat Ijitqusriat
That Which Makes Us, the Real People, Who We Are

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act marked a time when Alaska Natives won back
a portion of the land that had been taken over by a century of American colonization. I
wasn’t there but I’ve been told before this, Native lands had been encroached by settlers,
by outside government becoming local government, by new taboos being set in place. I
wasn’t there, but assimilation was the magic spell to save us from prejudice. Cotton began
to replace tanned hide. Frame houses replaced sod. I wasn’t there, but the wooden ruler can
tell you why my grandmother cannot read and write in her first language. ANCSA created
twelve regional corporations (later a thirteenth was formed for natives who had left Alaska
prior to 1972). I imagine at this point, corporations were trying to assert themselves, sort
themselves out. They needed to state what they stood for as an entity, as a people. After
all, America had the American Dream. These things needed to be written down for their
changing world. In 1980s, the NANA regional corporation decided on seventeen cultural
values that the people of Kotzebue, Kivalina, Noatak, Noorvik, Selawik, Deering,
Shungnak, Buckland, Kiana, Kobuk, and Ambler held above all other values. There the
Inupiat Ijitqusriat were set forth in writing.
Knowledge of Family Tree
Knowledge of Language
Sharing
Humility
Respect for Others
Responsibility to Tribe
Love of Children
Cooperation
Hard Work
Respect for Elders
Respect for Nature
Hunter Success
Avoid Conflict
Family Roles
Humor
Spirituality
Domestic Skills
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SULI
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The Enchanted Sky
They went out on the ocean one day
to go hunting.
And the sky, the sky
came down to a point

It appeared as though
the water and the sky were meeting.

And an opening appeared in the sky,
and they were afraid.

But one was not.
He told his friends
“I’m going to go see.
Come follow me.”

He paddled to the opening
until he was underneath.
He stood up and half his body
disappeared
until only his legs showed.

Come and see!
Come and see!
It’s beautiful up here!

Did someone beckon him
that he would leave his companions?
Arraa, it must have been beautiful.
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“There are trees with berries
and it is so green.”
But they were afraid.

They were afraid of the opening in the sky.
They were afraid they would be swallowed up.
He said again “Come with me!”
“You would come if you saw it.”

But his friends were afraid.
They were afraid of the sky.

He climbed in, left his kayak and paddle.
He went into the sky.
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Glossary
Aglaan: but, however
Aglignaq: to be forbidden, taboo
Agnaq: woman
Akutuq: “Eskimo ice cream”; a dish made of fat or lard, sugar, and berries
Agatkuq: shaman, spiritual healer
Arraa: “wow”
Hauk: “whew!”
Iglaaq: a visitor, a stranger
Iglu: a sod house
Inuit: people
Kalaallit Nunaat: Greenland (as it is known by the Greenlandic Inuit)
Katak: the trapdoor entrance to a sodhouse
Kinnaq: a fool
Kuuvak: the Kobuk River
Naluagmiu: a white person
Nuyaqpalik: “one who has long hair”
Papiguq: a fish tail
Qaitchuaq: He/she became saved.
Qalutchaq: mermaid
Qargi: community house
Qijanmi: in the sky
Qilu: to cramp
Quliaqtuaq: a personal story
Quyanaqtutin: “I thank you”
Sivuqaq: Savoonga, Alaska
Suli: furthermore, and, also
Suva: “What?”
Tarra: that is all
Tatqiq: moon
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Tumaqsiri: “the one who repairs”
Unipchaaq: a legend, a myth removed in time
Uqaluktuaq: history going back several generations
Uvva: here
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